
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

MODEL: RM/584

Read this booklet thoroughly before using and save it for future reference

 Steam Iron
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IMPORTANT SAFEGARDS
Before using the electrical appliance, basic precautions should always be followed including

the following:

1. Read all instructions.

2. Before using check that the voltage of wall outlet corresponds to the one shown on the

rating plate.

3. Do not use the appliance if the main cord, plug, light or the appliance itself shows visible

damage, or the appliance has been dropped or is leaking. Take it to the nearest authorized

service facility or a qualified serviceman for examination and repair in order to avoid a

hazard.

4. Do not allow the cord to come into contact with the soleplate when it is hot.

5. Burns may occur from touching hot metal parts, hot water, or steam.

6. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or hot surface.

7. To protect against a risk of electric shock, never immerse the iron in water or other liquids.

If this has happened, do not use this appliance anymore; dispose of the appliance.

8. Keep the appliance out of the reach of children.

9. Do not leave iron unattended while connected into power supply or on an ironing board.

10. Always place or use the appliance on a stable, level and horizontal surface.

11. The use of accessory not recommended by manufacturer may cause injury to persons or

damage to appliance.

12. When placing the iron on its stand, ensure that the surface on which the stand is placed is

stable.

13. The filling aperture must not be opened during use.

14. Never fill the water tank with hot water, scent, vinegar, starch, descaler, fabric softener or

other chemical reagent.
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15. Unplug from outlet when not in use, before filling water or cleaning.

16. After each use, ensure to press down Burst steam button to drain all residual water in the

iron after switching off or unplugging appliance.

17. Do not use the appliance for other than its intended use.

18. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with

reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if

they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe

way and understand the hazards involved.

19. Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be

made by children without supervision.

20. The iron must not be left unattended while it is connected to the supply mains;

21. The plug must be removed from the socket-outlet before the water reservoir is filled with

water.

22. The iron must be used and rested on a stable surface;

23. The iron is not to be used if it has been dropped, if there are visible signs of damage or if it

is leaking;

24. Keep the iron and its cord out of reach of children less than 8 years of age when it is

energized or cooling down.

25. Do not use outdoors.

26. Save these instructions.

HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY
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KNOWYOUR STEAM IRON

Burst steam button

Pressing the button instantly provides a powerful shot of steam to eliminate stubborn wrinkles.

Spray button

Pressing the button instantly provides a fine mist spray to dampen hard-to-iron fabrics.

Steam knob

Move the steam knob to select the desired steam output for each garment, if selecting the off

position, it indicates ironing without steam.

Water inlet cover

Cord bushing

Rear cover

Base

Soleplate

Temperature dial

Burst steam button
Spray button

Top cover

Steam knob

Water inlet cover

Nozzle

Water tank

Temperature light
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Fill water into water tank through it. Make sure water should not exceed the Max level as

indicated on water tank.

Nozzle

When pressing the spray button, water is instantly sprayed from this outlet.

Cord bushing

Cord bushing allows free movement of power cord in any direction with great maneuverability

when ironing.

Temperature dial

Turning the temperature dial to set ironing temperature that varies with the garment changed.

Temperature light

When the iron is plugged in, the light is illuminated, indicating that the iron is preheating.

Once it reaches the preset temperature, the light turns off. During operation, the light cycles to

turn on and off as the iron operates to maintain the selected temperature.

Soleplate

The soleplate is heated up and be used to press against the garment.

USINGYOUR STEAM IRON

BEFORE FIRST USE

1. Remove any sticker, protective foil or storage cover from the soleplate.

2. Fill water into the tank, heat up the iron at the maximum temperature setting and iron over a
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piece of cloth for several minutes on the purpose of removing any residue on the soleplate.

NOTE: It is normal that strange odor comes out from the unit for the first use. This will cease

after a short while.

OPERATION

1. Before filling water, make sure that the appliance is unplugged and the steam knob is set at

off position.

2. Open the water inlet cover, tilt the iron backwards at an angle of 45 degree to the horizontal

（see Fig.1）, and fill proper water into the tank by a measuring cup.

After filling, close the cover.

Note:

1) Do not fill the water tank above the MAX level.

2) Do not put the perfume, vinegar, starch, descaling agents, ironing aids or other

chemicals in the water tank.

3) If the tap water in your area is very hard, we advise you to mix it with

an equal amount of distilled water or to use distilled water only.

3. Plug the iron into a standard wall outlet. Turn the temperature dial to your

desired setting, which is depended on the fabric of the garment. And the light

illuminates. Then put the iron on its heel.（see Fig.2）.

4. Once the soleplate reaches the preset temperature, the light will be off, then set

the steam knob to your desired steam output or dry position (off) and start ironing with

steam or without steam. Never touch the hot soleplate at any time during ironing！

5. Press the spray button a couple of times to moisten the laundry if necessary. Before

spraying, make sure there is enough water in the tank.

6. Burst steam button had better be used at maximum temperature, as it helps remove

stubborn creases. Wait a while before using the Burst steam button again to avoid

Fig.1

Fig.2
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splattering.

7. Burst steam can also be applied when holding the iron in a vertical position. This is useful

for removing creases from hung clothes, curtains etc. Never direct steam at people!

OTHER FEATURES

Anti-drip function

The iron will automatically stop steaming at too low temperatures to prevent water from

dripping out of the soleplate.

Self-clean function

The self-clean function helps remove the scale particles. Use the self-clean function regularly

according to hardness of water and using frequency. If the water in your area is very hard (i.e.

flakes come out of the soleplate during ironing), the self-clean function should be used more

frequently.

1) Set the steam knob to position off.

2) Fill the water tank to MAX level.

3) Put the plug in the wall socket.

4) Set the temperature dial to maximum position.

5) The iron starts to preheat, when the light turns off, turn the steam knob to the self-clean

position.

6) Repeat the self-clean process if the water coming out of the iron still contains scale

particles.

7) After having used the self-clean function, turn the steam knob to off position.

CLEANINGAND MAINTENANCE
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AFTER IRONING

1. Disconnect power supply and empty the water left in water tank.

2. Reconnect into power supply and disconnect after the light goes off to make the soleplate

dry.

3. Let the iron completely cool down, then wipe flakes and any other deposits on the soleplate

with a damp cloth or a non-abrasive (liquid) cleaner.

WARNING:

1) Never touch hot soleplate at any time before it has cooled down!

2)To keep the soleplate smooth, you should avoid hard contact with metal objects. Never use

a scouring pad, vinegar or other chemicals to clean the soleplate.

4. Clean the upper part of iron with a damp cloth.

5.Wind the mains cord around the cord storage facility. Always store the emptied iron

horizontally on a stable surface with a mat underneath protecting the soleplate.

IRONING TIPS

1)Always check first whether a label with ironing instructions is attached to the article.

Follow these ironing instructions in any case. If no ironing-instruction label is provided, but

you know the fabric material, please refer to the table below for direction.

2)If you do not know what kind or kinds of fabric an article is made of, determine the right

ironing temperature by ironing a part that will not be visible when you wear the article.

3)The table below is not applicable to those fabrics through special treatment. Use low

temperature for these particular fabrics.

4)Always at first divide the clothes according to ironing temperatures. Woolen fabrics and

cotton fabrics etc. should be ironed separately.

5)The iron heats up quicker than cooling down, therefore, you should start ironing the

articles requiring the lowest temperature such as those made of synthetic fiber.
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6)If the fabric consists of various kinds of fibers, you must always select the lowest ironing

temperature to iron the composition of those fibers.

7)Silk and other fabrics that are likely to become shiny should be ironed on the inner side. To

prevent staining, do not spray water straight on silk or other delicate fabrics.

8)Velvet and other textures that rapidly become shiny should be ironed in one direction with

light pressure applied. Always keep the iron moving at any moment.

9)Pure wool fabrics (100% wool) may be ironed with the iron set at a steam position.

Preferably set steam knob to the maximum position and use a dry cloth as a mat.

10) Never iron over zip, rivet in the cloth. This will damage the soleplate.

ADDITIONALTABLE

Symbol Fabric Temp.
Variable

steam

Shot of

Steam
Spray

Synthetic
fibers/silk × × ×

Wool √ × √

Cotton
Linen √ √ √

Note:
The symbol means: This article cannot be ironed!
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Note：“√”stands for being able to use；
“×”stands for being NOT able to use.

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLYDISPOSAL

You can help protect the environment!
Please remember to respect the local
regulations: hand in the non-working
electrical equipments to an appropriate waste
disposal center.
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